Freedom of Speech
Bingos (7s & 8s+) with UNUSUAL PARTS OF SPEECH. They may invite an unsuccessful challenge!
compiled by Jacob Cohen Asheville Scrabble Club
UDDER [n] +
ULTIMATE [adj] +
UMBRELLA [n] +
UNIFORM [n & adj] +
URINARY [adj] +
VALIANT [adj] +
VALLEY [n] +
VANITY [n] +
VARNISH [n] +
VASELINE [n] +
VELVET [n] +
VESSEL [n] +
VIBRANT [adj] +
VIEW [n] +
VIGNETTE [n] +
VILLAGE [n] +
VINEGAR [n] +
VIRGINAL [adj] +
VISAGE [n] +
VISCOSE [adj] +
VISTA [n] +
VOLCANIC [adj] +
VOWEL [n] +
WAFER [n] +
WAGON [n]
WAIF [n] +
WAIST [n] +
WANTON [adj] +
WARDROBE [n] +
WEAPON [n] +
WEEKEND [n] +
WEEVIL [n] +
WHIMSY [n] +
WHISPER [n + v] +
WINDOW [n] +
WINDOW [n] +
WIRELESS [adj & n] +
WITHOUT [prep] +
WIZARD [n] +
WOMAN [n] +
WOOD [n] +
WOODSHED [n] +
WOOL [n] +
WORTH [n] +

Unusual Parts of Speech - U
[adj] UDDERED, UDDER, mammary gland
[v] ULTIMATED, ULTIMATING, ULTIMATES, to come to end
[v] UMBRELLAED, UMBRELLAING, UMBRELLAS, to provide with umbrella (portable cover for protection from rain or sun)
[v] UNIFORMED, UNIFORMING, UNIFORMS, to make uniform (unchanging)
[n] URINARIES, urinals
Unusual Parts of Speech - V
[n] VALIANTS, courageous person
[adj] VALLEYED, VALLEY, depression of earth's surface
[adj] VANITIED, VANITY, inflated pride in oneself
[adj] VARNISHY, glossy (lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently))
[v] VASELINED, VASELINING, VASELINES
[adj] VELVETED, VELVET, soft, smooth fabric
[adj] VESSELED, VESSEL, craft for traveling on water
[n] VIBRANTS, sonant (sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords)
[adj] VIEWIER, VIEWIEST, showy
[v] VIGNETTED, VIGNETTING, VIGNETTES, to describe briefly
[adj] VILLAGEY, VILLAGIER, VILLAGIEST, pertaining to or characteristic of village
[adj] VINEGARY, VINEGARIER, VINEGARIEST, VINEGAR, sour liquid used as condiment or preservative
[n] VIRGINALS, musical instrument
[adj] VISAGED, VISAGE, face or facial expression of person
[n] VISCOSES , viscous solution
[adj] VISTAED, VISTA, distant view
[n] VOLCANICS, rock produced by volcano
[adj] VOWELLED, VOWEL, type of speech sound
Unusual Parts of Speech - W
[v] WAFERED, WAFERING, to seal with adhesive disk
[v] WAGONED, WAGONING, WAGONS, to convey by wagon (four-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle)
[v] WAIFING, to throw away
[adj] WAISTED, WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips
[v] WANTONED, WANTONING WANTONS, to behave immorally
[v] WARDROBED, WARDROBING, WARDROBES, to provide with collection of garments
[v] WEAPONED, WEAPONING, WEAPONS, to supply with weapon (instrument used in combat)
[v] WEEKENDED, WEEKENDING, WEEKENDS, to spend weekend (end of week)
[adj] WEEVILED, WEEVIL, small beetle
[adj] WHIMSIED, WHIMSY, whim (impulsive idea)
[adj] WHISPERY, resembling whisper
[adj] WINDOWY, having many windows
[v] WINDOWED, WINDOWING, WINDOWS, to provide with window (opening in wall to admit light and air)
[v] WIRELESSED, WIRELESSING, WIRELESSES, to radio (to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication))
[n] WITHOUTS, exterior place or area
[adj] WIZARDER, WIZARDEST, excellent
[v] WOMANED, WOMANING, to play part of woman
[v] WOODING, to furnish with wood (hard, fibrous substance beneath bark or tree or shrub)
[v] WOODSHEDDED, WOODSHEDDING, WOODSHEDS, to practice on musical instrument
[adj] WOOLLED, WOOL, wooled (having wool of specified kind)
[v] WORTHING, to befall
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WREATH [n] +
WREATHE [n] +
WRIST [n] +
WRIST [n] +

YOUNGER [adj]

+

[adj] WREATHY, WREATH, band of flowers
[v] WREATHED. WREATHEN, WREATHING, WREATHES, to shape into wreath (band of flowers)
[adj] WRISTIER, WRISTIEST, using much wrist action
[v] WRISTED, WRISTING, to sweep puck along ice before shooting
Unusual Parts of Speech - X
Unusual Parts of Speech - Y
[n] YOUNGERS, inferior in age
Unusual Parts of Speech - Z

